
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Laura Bulian Gallery is pleased to present the solo exhibition by the Russian photographer Igor 

Mukhin, My Moscow, which will be inaugurated on Wednesday, 8th May, 2013. 
 

On show will be presented black and white pictures, including a selection of works recently 

published in the book My Moscow. Photographs 1985-2010, publ. Thames & Hudson and 

exhibited at European Photo Festival 2012 in Reggio Emilia, Common Life.  
 

“Look at the gleaming white mosque (Piazza Rossa, I comunisti celebrano la giornata della morte 

di Lenin, 1998) - a cross between a ghost from the past and the castle of an imaginary Disneyland- 

looming over the faces of Lenin and those of the protesters in Red Square. It is a wholly different 

situation and atmosphere. Here we really are suspended between the specter and the real, 

whatever it is, in all its unfathomable contradiction. This tone of all the images, before which we 

often ask: are we dreaming? Or rather are they dreaming? Mukhin’s Moscow is a simmering 

melting pot, everything is co-present, everything is possible.  

Faces with indefinable expressions, bold smiles or elusive thoughtfulness. The upper edge of the 

photographs is often cropped, cutting heads off bodies. Mukhin is within the scene but at the 

same time estranged from it. He is part of the group and the city but he looks at them as if he 

were seeing them for the first time. He seems to be asking himself: what do they think? What do 

they feel? Why? 

My Moscow is the extension of his previous project, significantly titled Being Young is Difficult 

(editor’s note). Here, you might say, it’s hard to be any age. Or it’s hard to be young photographers. 

How to look at and capture a reality and a society so complex and layered, mingled and changing? 

Above all how to represent them without moralism and sociological reduction, commonplaces 

about the post-perestroika, nostalgia, freedom and loss of bearings? 

The answer lies in Mukhin’s position, so classical from a certain point of view, and at the same 

time new precisely because of his attitude, his gaze. Transformation means he still bears within 

him the traces of the past and yet he is already different, another. But he also feels strange, 

evolving, and sees the world as suspended between actual being and unfinished, open to 

unpredictable outcomes. There is no irony in Mukhin, rather acceptance and sharing. When 
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people are happy Mukhin clearly conveys this joy. When they are sad he also becomes dreamy. 

He, too, is suspended between nostalgia and enthusiasm, he, too, is changing.  

In his case, again, the documentary dimension is wholly superseded by the poetic. Rather than 

events, here we have the anthropology of the very reasons for living. There are the strong 

contrasts between the earlier communism and neo-capitalism, between those who are nostalgic 

for the Soviet regime, for Nazism or for mysticism. There are punk youth behaviors and the more 

naive kinds of gatherings and parties. There is work and leisure. There is the street and there are 

the places where people hang out. There is transgression and conformism. But everything has an 

unconventional air; everything seems common an yet unusual, never dramatic but rather 

unresolved.  

The image that seems to be the key is Giorno in Città, 1988, the one, moreover, that opens the 

book, embodies the whole project: clearly dominated by the white stripe in the middle of the 

road. Above are the headless bodies of the people walking, one of them ostentatiously along the 

line. The wet road surface reflects the black shapes that are not those of people but seem again to 

be the towers of the mosque in Red Square, this time dark black and inverted. It is the origin and 

at the same time the goal of the those walking, their fate, real and imaginary at the same time. “ 

Elio Grazioli , 2012 

 

(Extract from “Communities in Trasformation”, in Fotografia Europea: Vita Comune, catalogue of 

the exhibition of the same name in Reggio Emilia, publ. Electa, Milan 2012) 
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